
The idea:
Long pimpled rubbers and the plastic ball weren’t going 
well together anymore. Therefore, Kai Veenhuis ventured 
into developing long pimpled rubbers and blades that har-
monize with the new plastic balls, thus enabling effective 
shots for long-pimple players.

The realisation:
Which pimple alignment is best-suited for the plastic ball? 
How do different sponges harmonize with the  respective 
pimple alignments? Those were the questions to be 
 answered in 2015. Thanks to the numerous connections 
of his former employer spinfactory.de, Kai Veenhuis was 
able to obtain more than 60 different long pimpled  rubber 
 samples to experiment with. During the first stage, he 
 filtered out those pimpled rubbers that were best- suited for 
a dis ruptive game close to the table. Eight pimpled  rubbers 

passed this preselection stage. Then, the re maining  rubbers 
were combined with more than 20 different  sponges and 
tested extensively.

As far as the blade selection was concerned, the aim was 
to develop a blade combining classical wood veneers and 
carbon fibres. Again, more than 20 different combinations 
were put through their paces.

The products:
The long pimpled rubber Wobbler and the blade Murus 
were the first results of this development process that 
took more than a year. They are now available. In 2017, 
even more products are to be launched. The planned new 
products include another long pimpled rubber, a reversed 
rubber for a modern defensive game, and two more blades.
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You have never heard of the brand PiMPLEPARK? That is hardly surprising, 
given that the brand was founded on Oct 1, 2016.



wobbler  

The Murus is the first blade developed by PiMPLEPARK. Its name 
 derives from the Latin word for “wall”. This was the very idea Kai 
Veenhuis had in mind when creating this blade featuring a 3+2  veneer 
 structure. The three wood veneers are not overly fast and were com-
bined with two relatively soft carbon layers, resulting in a medium-fast 
all round blade specially adapted to the needs of long pimple players.

Long pimple players particularly appreciate carbon blades since they 
are relatively stiff and facilitate blocking. Playing against the Murus 
is like playing against a wall. When combined with the Wobbler, for 
example, the blade allows for very safe and short blocking. Thanks to 
its specially selected wood veneers, the blade enables very safe play 
with exceptional control.

However, the Murus is not only suitable for long pimple players. If you 
are an offensive all round player seeking slightly better dynamics 
while maintaining high control in times of the plastic ball, this blade 
is the right choice for you as well. The Murus is very strong both on 
passive and on offensive shots such as topspin strokes and hitting.

The Murus is available with a concave or straight handle and weighs 
only about 75g!

Additional information

weight: approx. 75g

blade length: 15.8cm

blade width: 15.0cm

blade thickness: 5.7mm

construction: 3 wood veneers & 2 carbon veneers

42,90 EUR     
Recommended 
price:

Wobbler is a long pimpled rubber and one of the first pimpled rubbers 
 specifically developed for the plastic ball. It was designed for disruptive 
players close to the table.

The slightly grippy, medium-hard pimple surfaces enable players to per-
form very good pushing strokes that are difficult to return by opponents.

Moreover, the rubber allows for very short passive blocking right over the 
net. However, when playing more actively, players can also perform long 
shots that are difficult to predict. 

The ox version is suited for active disruptive players close to the table. The 
sponge versions offer more potential for attacking options, particularly for 
technically skilled players.

Additional information

pimple width: 1.6mm

pimple length: 1.7mm

pimple distance: 1.3mm

murus

36,90 EUR     
Recommended 
price:


